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Ladies! 
You know we got the good 
the goody good 
you make them go, oh! 
and if our memware bring it lets just tell em' 
no, no 
were not gonna no waste time 
were right we ride em' solo 
we got the goody goood 
we make them, oh! 

no, dont bring your hypes 
set it up sweet 
and put it on right 
hold up, dont rush into a fight 
rock it all please if you want this tonight 
ladies look at how much he prides, 
tonight 
dont come to close cuz we might, 
delight 
just to excite you for tonight, 
ladies thats right 

Left right left 
and up and down again 
a-tten-tion 
dont move til we say when cuz 

you know we got, the good 
the goody good 
you make them go, oh! 
and if our memware bring it lets just tell em' 
no, no 
were not gonna no waste time 
were right we ride em' solo 
we got the goody goood 
we make them, oh! 

count them bodies around a pin 
give me the moeny with a taple of kin 
good lovin for you specilizing 
everything lets try best to fit in 
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we dont want a man who feels insecure 
he could be rich he could be poor 
we would want more 
sensitive, he'll give it to we hardcore 
we would want more 

left right left 
and up and down again 
a-tten-tion 
dont move til we say when cuz 

You know we got the good 
the goody good 
you make them go, oh! 
and if our memware bring it lets just tell em' 
no, no 
were not gonna no waste time 
were right we ride em' solo 
we got the goody goood 
we make them, oh! 

we got that good before you 
so be good boy 
dont be shy 
if you know that i am for you 
dont delay boy 
give me mine 

(x2) 
You know we got the good 
the goody good 
you make them go, oh! 
and if our memware bring it lets just tell em' 
no, no 
were not gonna no waste time 
were right we ride em' solo 
we got the goody goood 
we make them, oh! 

oh,oh,oh,oh,oh,oh,oh
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